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Motivations & Field Site:

LHC Caps: An abiogenic carbonate base & biogenic silica/carbonate top

Two different communities & two possible biosignatures:
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Figure 3: (A)Thin section of a LHC1 cap.
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(B) Micritic, low-inheritance layers of silica 
      and calcite seen in cap tops. 
(E) Bladed calcite crystal fans growing 
      upstream. 

(C) ESEM image of cap top mineral grains 
     n conjunction with a binding substance, 
     believed to be biogenic extracellular 
     polymeric substances (EPS).
(F) Endolith distribution overview in the 
     calcite. 

(D) ESEM of cap top mineral grains in 
     conjunction with filament structures, 
     believed to be cyanobacteria.
(G) Endolith burrows into the calcite at 
      higher magnification. 

(H)16S rRNA data for cap tops & 
     edges for all sample. 
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Strong chemical/physical gradients are thought to be key for the
origin of life, and hot springs exhibit such gradients over small 
scales.

Hot spring water interacting with the atmosphere causes rapid 
mineral precipitation which can preserve evidence of biological 
activity.

Identifiable mineralized biosignatures are valuable markers in the 
search for ancient life on Earth & extraterrestrial life in the universe.    

Little Hot Creek 1 (LHC1) is an accessible hot spring used to study:
  ♦ abiotic/biotic controls on mineral precipiation
  ♦ lifeforms inhabiting an extreme environment & their adaptations
  ♦ types of biosignatures we might observe on Earth/other planets.
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Site 3a Table 1: LHC1 geochemical characteristics. 

1.  Are LHC1 mineral precipitates formed biogenically or 
     abiogenically?
2.  Can we identify biosignatures preserved in LHC1 minerals? 

Guiding questions:

Sampling:

1.  Fluid geochemistry taken at each site.

2.  Caps sampled at leading submerged edge and on top for:
         ♦  DNA: SSU rRNA and metagenome library
         ♦  Petrography 
         ♦  Carbon isotopes (presented elsewhere)

Figure 1: LHC1 is 28m long, in the Long Valley Caldera (CA). 
Degassing of CO2 from the water causes carbonate mineral 
precipitation. Yellow dots are sampled areas. Red circles indicate 
mineral "caps" collected at a site. 

Builders: Cyanobacterial EPS potentially traps & 
               binds silica/carbonate on the cap tops 

Tenants: Endolith communities take up residence in 
                the carbonate base 

Look for:
  ♦  Micritic, low-inheritance laminations of mineral precipitation
  ♦  Cyanobacteria
  ♦  Extracellular polymeric substances  

Look for:
  ♦  Endolith burrows in the calcite crystals

Future Directions:

1. Can we identify the endoltihic communities members with DNA sequencing?
2. How do endolithic communities benefit from living in the calcite layer?
3. What are the endoliths metabolizing?
4. Can the endolith burrows hold up as a strong biosignature in other rocks and rock types?

Further research should focus on better understanding of the endolithic tenants of hot
spring precipitates :


